2008
V-Visionary BVM-Blessed Virgin Mary

The 1st Message on Friday 9/19/2008 @ 5:30 A.M.
The V knelt before the Icon and asked The BVM: “O Virgin am I wrong in what I am doing?
(distributing the oil that was oozing from the Icon to the people who were coming to the V‟s
house) .
The BVM answered her:
“Peace and Love and Repentance … Peace and Love and Repentance … Peace and Love and
Repentance.”
The 2nd Message on Saturday 9/20/2008 @ 6:15 A.M.
The V was kneeling before the Icon. She was praying and complaining about her financial
difficulties and the people’s gossip, who were accusing her with attempting to attract attention
and make money.
The BVM spoke to her: “Share with me in my sufferings, as I shared in the suffering of my Son,
The Innocent One, who shed His Precious Blood for sinners who did not benefit from it.
Difficulties and problems will arise.
Love and Peace … Love and Peace … Love and Peace.”
The V, standing in front of the Icon, asked in supplication: “O Virgin don’t allow me to be
embarrassed before the people”. The BVM answered her: “You will have your wish.”
The 3rd Message on Sunday 9/21/2008 @ 1:15 A.M.
The V, praying with her husband in front of the Icon, asked The BVM:
“ Do you want us to send your Icon to the church where you will be honored by a multitude of
people, since my house is small and cannot accommodate large number of visitors?”
The BVM answered: “I came to you. If you don’t want me here, then distance me from your
house.”
The 4th Message on Thursday 9/25/2008 @ 2:00 A.M.
The V was restless and not feeling well. She went to the Icon and prayed for relief. She heard the
voice of the BVM telling her, sweetly and gently: “Share in my sufferings and you will have
your wish.”
The 5th Message on Thursday 10/02/2008 @ 5:20 A.M.
The V, standing before the Icon, noticed that the BVM looked sad and asked: “Blessed Mother
why are you sad?”
The BVM answered: “Because people don’t believe in me.”
The V answered: “But I and my husband believe in you.”
The BVM answered: “The world does not believe in me and in my Son.”
On the same day @ 11:30 P.M.
The V felt uncomfortable and tired. She went to the Icon and with supplication asked the BVM:
“Do you want to take my soul? Take me, for I believe in you and in your presence in my house.”
Then she asked the BVM: “What do you want from me? I will do it.”

The BVM answered:
“ I will give you a wound from among the wounds of my Son.”
The V responded: “I accept all that you give me.”
The BVM said: “Faith ... Faith ... Faith. Let humanity believe in my Son.”
The 6th Message on Saturday 10/11/2008 @ 2:15 A.M.
The V felt weakness in her legs and rushed to ask for help from the BVM. She said: “O Virgin,
what do you want of me?”
The BVM answered: “I will give you a small wound from among the wounds of my Son.”
The V answered: “I accept what you give me, only give me patience to endure. Help me.”
The BVM said: “The Rosary ... The Rosary ... The Rosary.”
The V answered: “We always pray the Rosary. O Virgin, do not be offended if I ask you for a
miracle by increasing the amount of oil flow, so that I can satisfy all the visitors who ask for it.”
The BVM answered: “Prayer is more beneficial than the oil.”
The 7th Message on Friday 10/ 17/2008 @ 2:15 A.M.
The V was praying before the Icon and was complaining to the BVM and said:
“I hear the people criticizing me and the visitors wanting oil . Please stop the oozing of the oil so
that the people will stop visiting my small house.”
The BVM answered her: “This is a wound from among the wounds of my Son which He gives
you, to bear and to share with me in my sufferings.”
The 8th Message on Saturday 10/18/2008 @ 10:15 A.M.
The V voiced her concern over the telephone to her aunt (L), and told her that she is afraid that
she may have offended the Virgin.
The BVM told her at that very moment: “No, I was not offended by you, and I am going to give
you more oil.”
The 9th Message on Sunday 10/29/2008 @ 3:30 A.M.
The V, while praying before the Icon, heard the BVM speak.
The BVM said: “The world will experience difficulties and problems. Pray the Rosary.”
The V begged the BVM: “Give relief to me and to my husband.”
The BVM responded: “What you ask for will happen.”
The 10th Message on Monday 10/30/2008 @ Early in the morning
The V was depressed and was kneeling in prayer before the Icon, when the BVM spoke to her.
The BVM said: “Humanity will experience many difficulties during the months of December,
January and February because they are not believing in Jesus my Son.
Faith ... Faith.”
The 11th Message on Thursday 11/06/2008 @ 5:30 A.M.
The V felt anxious and went to pray before the Icon and complained to the BVM, that people
don’t believe her and think that she is a liar and a hypocrite.
The BVM spoke to her and said: “This is yet another wound from among the wounds of my Son
which you will have to bear.”
The V answered: “As your Son Jesus wishes.”

The 12th Message on Monday 11/10/2008 @ 5:45 A.M.
The V felt anxious, which is usually the sign that the BVM wants to give her a message, and
went to pray before the Icon.
The BVM spoke to her and said: “If those with high clerical status don’t believe in me, how can
the other people believe?”
The 13th Message on Thursday 11/13/2008 @ 5:45 A.M.
The V was not sure what to do regarding the Bishop’s request to bring the Icon to him to observe
it for a period of time. Since earlier, the V brought the Icon to the bishop to see it and it oozed oil
in his presence. She asked the BVM for guidance.
The BVM said:
“If those with high clerical status don’t believe, they are free not to believe.”
The 14th Message on Sunday 11/16/2008 @ 5:45 A.M.
The V felt anxious, which is the usual sign for her that the BVM wants to give her a message.
She went and knelt in front of the Icon to pray and asked the BVM: “Tell me what am I supposed
to do? They are asking if you know how to speak English!”
The BVM answered: “I speak the languages of all peoples.”
The V continued and told the Virgin that some think that it is not you who speaks with me, but it
is rather the devil who is making me imagine that you are speaking to me.”
The BVM answered: “They should not compare me with the devil. I am the Mother of The
King.”
The BVM then spoke to the V in English, and told her: “I came to you. I will be with you. Tell
Rabbi (bishop) I am the Mother of The King.”
The15th Message on Wednesday 11/19/2008 @ 3:30 A.M.
The V experienced the usual symptoms when the BVM wants to give her a message. She went to
the Icon and heard the BVM speaking.
The BVM said: “The door ...The door ... The door. Faith ... Faith … Faith.”
The V then asked the BVM: Would you permit Priest A & SD to assist me?”
The BVM responded immediately: “Yes ... Yes.”
The V proposed another name to the BVM, but she did not respond to her.
The 16th Message on Saturday 11/22/2008 @ 4:40 A.M.
The V experienced the usual symptoms, indicating that the BVM wanted to give her a message.
She went to the Icon and threw herself in front of it and began to pray fervently.
The BVM said: “Faith … Faith … Faith. Open your door to Faith. The Rosary… The Rosary...
The Rosary.”
The V begged the BVM: “O Mary gives relief for all who are experiencing difficulties.”
The BVM said: No ... No … I will not help them. Because they don’t believe,
they will experience difficulties.”
The V said: “What does one do? Would you talk to the Bishop?”
The BVM answered: “Open your door for the sake of Faith. I came to you, and what you desire
you will attain.”
The V said:” What I want is peace and health for the whole world.”
The BVM then told the V: “Tell your aunt (L) that her son(S) is with me.”

The 17th Message on Thursday 12/04/2008 @ 3:15 A.M.
The V began to experience the usual symptoms before receiving a message from the BVM. She
went to the Icon, knelt and asked the Virgin: “What do you want me to do? Should I give the
Icon to his Excellency the Bishop?”
The BVM said: “I came to your house. If you want to give me away, it is your decision. But I
came to you.”
The 18th Message on 12/12/2008 @ 4:36 A.M.( Feast of our Lady of Guadaloupe)
The V experienced the usual symptoms which precede a message from the Virgin, and went to
the Icon.
She asked the Virgin: “What do you say if I give the Icon to his Excellency the Bishop for some
time and then retrieve it at a later date? As you know he is the Father who is responsible for the
Church. Maybe it is his right to ask for this.”
The BVM said: “Keep me for now.”
The V said: “I will bring you back to my house after I give the Icon to the bishop to observe it.”
But the BVM did not respond.
The 19th Message on Tuesday 12/23/2008 @ 2:40 A.M.
The V was experiencing anxiety for the past two days. She went to the Icon and prayed and
complained to the BVM and said: “O Mary, you have not spoken with me for some time … what
is the matter?”
The BVM said: “The world is busy with decorations, but what good are decorations without
faith?”
The V said: “They are happy with the birth of Our Lord Jesus Christ.”
The BVM said: “No, they don’t believe in the Nativity. They will experience immense
difficulties.”
The V said: “Perform a miracle, because the people say that this oil is not a miracle.”
The BVM Said: “They don’t have faith. Do what I tell you.”
The V said: “Shall I give you (the Icon) to the Church?”
The BVM said: “No, keep me with you for now. Do what I tell you.”

